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INTERVIEWS

THE ENGINEER: “TITANIUM VALVES
FOR MORE POWER”
THE DESIGNER: “THE V-SHAPE ENGINE
MAKES THIS MOTORBIKE UNIQUE”

TECHNICAL DETAILS

A NEW 80 HP TWIN CYLINDER

HERITAGE

THE LIVERY IS INSPIRED BY THE
V65TT WHICH PARTICIPATED
IN THE 1985 PARIS-DAKAR

HOW IT FEELS
FLUID SUPPLY, STABLE
AND MANEUVERABLE
SETTING

We’ve tried it!

Moto Guzzi

V85TT
200 miles of road testing
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Eyes

on me

The Mandello eagle logo blazing in the twin headlight and iconic two-cylinder
emerging under the tank leave no doubt: it’s a Guzzi. But everything is new, from
the engine to the frame, and the design marks the start of the new Classic Enduro
line. We tried it for 200 miles and discovered its excellent setting, very stable and
responsive but also lively and elastic, perfect for... the aftermarket.
We expect an MSRP of around $ 11,990 in June
by Nicolò Codognola - photos by Alberto Cervetti
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“A

n 80’s Enduro” will be your first
thought getting on to the Moto Guzzi
V85TT. The comfortable seat makes
longer rides a breeze, the tight
waistband is perfect for a standing
ride, the fuel tank is large enough to avoid frequent stops
and well moulded for the knees. The handlebars are well
distanced and wide enough to have perfect control. The
dry weight is 208 kilos: it’s easy to handle when stopped
thanks to the low ride and centre of gravity. The flexible
steering makes u-turns easy, even in tight areas. There’s
no doubt it’s a classic motorcycle with those large
cylinders and the iconic fins lining the sides of the tank.
But a turn of the ignition will send you 30 years ahead in
an instant, with a dashboard which could rival captain
Kirk’s Enterprise.
There’s a lot of technology in the V85TT - by the way,
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the double T stands for Tutto Terreno (all terrain) - but
simplicity is its strong point. Simple to use, simple lines,
simple concept. Just a quick note before we start riding: there won’t be a data sheet, seeing as it’s still some
time before this bike makes it to the dealers and nothing has been revealed yet.

Travelling Companion

The latter is still true here, as we are with the project
leaders, designers and testers of the Guzzi crossover
(project manager Antonio Cappellini, the designer Marco Lambri and Robert Calò, head of development - we’ll
be interviewing them briefly later), but the test is far from
short: around 200 miles from Noale, Italy (home to Aprilia and to the motorbike R&D of the Piaggio group) to the
valleys between Veneto and Trentino, in a never-ending

AN EVOCATIVE
LIVERY
The V85TT
comes in 3
different liveries:
yellow and
white or red
and grey with
slanting lines,
evocative of the
Guzzi enduro
bikes from the
late 80s and a
monochrome
graphic design
in grey.

1
NOTHING IS MISSING
1. The dashboard has everything you
need and is easy to read. The current
gear is highlighted, along with the
selected riding mode, fuel level and
outdoor temperature. The brightness
is automatic and changes when in
tunnels or at night. The background
and its warning lights are designed like
a compass. 2-3. All functions (including
cruise control and selection of riding
mode) are selected from the handlebar
controls, which boast the modern
and practical design of the latest
Moto Guzzi models.

2
4

3

5

EASY TO CUSTOMIZE
4. The mono shock absorber is on the right side of the motorcycle and is easy
to access without the need for levers. The bike has a separate fuel tank, the
extension hydraulics are adjustable, as is the preload spring, in 7 positions.
5. The same settings apply to the fork with reversed axes, but only
on the right axis. The handlebars have a double section.
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MARCO LAMBRI - head of design center, PIAGGIO GROUP

“THE ENGINE? IT MAKES THE BIKE UNIQUE AND...A GUZZI”
You can immediately tell that this is a
Moto Guzzi: how is this possible?
“The Guzzi style has evolved but
maintains certain elements which have
always given Mandello motorcycles
their identity. Examples of this are the
horizontal position and three elements
at the heart of every Moto Guzzi: the fuel
tank, seat and sides are recognisable
and create a kind of cross shape. Also,
the high front mudguard and the choice
to not add fairings go back to the original
“Regolarità” Enduro bikes. We worked
on respecting tradition whilst looking
forward. The engine also has a vital
importance in the motorcycle’s design”.
What difficulties did you come across
when “dressing” an on/off road Guzzi?
“The shape of the 90° transverse V motor
forces some radical style choices. You
cannot hide this element as it influences
the whole architecture and ergonomics
of the bike. On the lower part of the fuel
tank, on the motor head cover, we added
two recesses, as if they had been made
by the two cylinders.
The Guzzi engine limits every choice
you make, but it makes the bike unique
and recognisable”.

The framework is all new: only technical
choices, or did the Style Centre also have
a say?
“We sure did: the framework was a joint
effort and we had a long discussion with
the engineers. We didn’t make it easy for
the engine manufacturers, because we
wanted something that would be beautiful,
as well as functional. We basically joined
the vital points - steering, swingarm
pivot and engine attachments - with the
shortest possible lines, so to speak”.
Can the V85TT be considered a substitute
for the Stelvio?
“No, even if the V85TT does a similar job
than the Stelvio, it doesn’t substitute the
1200 in our range”.
Is it considered in the large Enduro
catalogue or is it a large adventure
model?
“I wonder whether some adventure
models are really off-road bikes
or if they just follow trends. It is a
contradiction to add weight and clutter
to an off-road bike, and the V85TT has
nothing but the necessary elements
needed to take on any kind of trip. If
we’re talking about an adventurous
spirit then yes, the V85 is an adventure”.

READY FOR TOURING
To the left, an idea of how
a different colour could
look. The red framework
remains (to the right),
designed with an aesthetic
function in mind and
complete with aluminium
side plates. On the back
there are the side bags.
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Is the V85TT the start
of a new line of smaller
engine Guzzi models?
“The engine and the new setting are
the foundations on which a new line
will evolve. The framework is a great
platform on which to develop more
kinds of models. The engine used as
a stress member, the mono shock
absorber and new framework will give
us more freedom and are a step towards
more modern and better performing
motorcycles. We can’t say much more
but we do have more things in the works
in this direction.”
Naked, scrambler, cruiser?
“Like I said, I can’t say. But it will have
17’’ wheels…”.
What feedback have you received about
the bike?
“The general feedback from the public
has been very positive. The essence
of the bike and its potential have been
positively received by expert bikers and
Guzzi loyals. But the V85TT has also been
well-received by younger riders who
have appreciated its spirit, going back to
those classic motorcycling values which
are very popular today”.

A FULL-LED EAGLE
The motorcycle
has LED
headlights. The
front headlight is
double and the
daytime (DLR)
headlight is eagleshaped: the rear
headlight also
has two circular
shapes and a
3D effect, like
an aeronautic
turbojet.

series of hairpins rising to 5,000 ft at the Brocon pass
(Trento) and back, passing through the new motorway
in Valsugana. We were even lucky enough to catch a
storm and got to try the bike in wet conditions. The big
grin on our faces after the ride makes our opinion clear.
We’ve already talked about the ergonomics, suitable for
riders of all sizes. It’s a comfy ride, with a moderately
firm but cozy seat, little vibration and decent wind protection. The windscreen is quite low, but does a good
job of protecting your chest and can be made more vertical with two Allen keys. At motorway speed - riding in
6th gear at 5,000 rpm will get you to 80 miles - the wind
brushes your shoulders and head without creating excessive turbulence (even when using an off-road helmet, as in our case, which inevitably creates a sort of
sail effect). All thanks to the plexiglass, which is small
but developed in a wind tunnel.
Last but not least regarding comfort: the engine doesn’t
continued on pag. 10
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ANTONIO CAPPELLINI - head of TWO-WHEEL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, PIAGGIO GROUP

“52 MM THROTTLE BODY AND TITANIUM VALVES IN ORDER TO REACH 80 HP,
What’s new in the 90° V engine compared
to the two-cylinders on the V7 III and V9?
“The engine in the V85TT has the same
architecture, bore and stroke of the V9,
but that’s where the similarities end. It’s
an all-new engine. For starters, it has a
semi-dry sump instead of a wet sump.
There are two coaxial pumps instead
of one: they are for the inlet and for
retrieving lubricant. In the old V7 and V9,
all the oil is sent to the high areas of the
heads and less to other parts. We’re so
confident in this semi-dry system that
we haven’t put in an oil radiator. With
the semi-dry system, we also have a
completely isolated crank chamber for
the crankshaft, in order to avoid any
absorption of power coming from an open
solution, in which the piston has to be
stronger than the counterpressure in the
sump”.
What kind of performance does this
engine have?
“80 hp of maximum power at 7,750 rpm,
while the torque peak of 59 ft-lbs (80Nm)
arrives at 5,000 rpm”.
How did you get 80 hp out of a motor
which, with the same volume, has only 55
hp on the V9?

SUMP WITH
DOUBLE PUMP
In the CAD drawing,
side: the double pump
which lubricates
the semi-dry engine.
Further to the right,
a picture of the twincylinder, the stressed
element of the setup:
the base has a new
design to handle the
load of its function.
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“It wasn’t easy to get 80 hp out of an
air-cooled engine whilst maintaining the
shaft/rocker arms valvetrain and only
two valves to each cylinder. But it’s very
refined. For example, the intake has
titanium valves: these are half as heavy
as their steel counterparts, which allowed
us to have a more radical opening in the
geometry of the valves. There is only one
inlet manifold, but it all starts from the
52 mm diameter throttle body compared
to the 28 mm one in the V9. Also, the
accelerator is Ride-by-wire, making the
engine easier to handle and meaning
that we can control the entire setting,
starting from the various mappings and
from the traction control. Even more: the
V85 has a new drive shaft, more rigid
rods and shorter piston sleeves. We cut
of 30% of the weight in the assembly
of the connecting rods. This also let us
drastically reduce the vibrations, even
when at full power”.
Was the engine designed for more
volume?
“No. It was structured to have more
power, but we wanted it to have the
right balance between performance and
weight. That’s what we’re looking for in

this kind of motorcycle”.
All your competitors - even HarleyDavidson! - are using liquid-cooled
DOHC. Why aren’t you?
“We thought about in the initial stages
of the V85. We could do it and we will,
when the time is right. But we wanted to
give this specific model a classic identity,
which is why we gave it air cooling and a
shaft/rocker arms valvetrain”.
Will you use it on other models?
“Yes: we’re working on a road version
which is already a very, very good drive.
And there will be even more to come…”.
Were any large changes needed because
of the new framework?
“There were, the engine is now
a structural, rigid element of the
motorcycle. That’s why we had to make a
new, more rigid sump capable of dealing
with the stress coming from the setup.
This enabled us to get the same precision
and stability of the Stelvio”.
What about the gearbox?
It’s completely new, with front
synchronisers; we put in a lot of work
to make it as fluid and precise as
possible. It has a dry clutch and a kind of
synchroniser which eliminates the classic

SWINGARM IS 70 MM LONGER FOR ADDED STABILITY”
“clunk” sound of inserting first gear”.
What do you mean by a “kind” of
synchroniser?
“I can’t tell you everything, now…

(laughter). But I will say that we inserted
flexible coupling on the gearbox exit
because of the added power and to have
a softer response of the shaft. The shaft

drive is in a swingarm which is 70 mm
longer than the V9’s, which gives better
functionality to the rear suspension and
gives more control at higher speeds”.

STREAMLINED EXHAUST AND LOWERED PISTON SLEEVE
Above, left: cross section of the V85TT engine with highlighted crankshaft, pistons and rods, with lowered piston sleeve. Engine size is
853 cc. Right: Cross section of the base, seen from the front. The central gearwheel, seated on the shaft, activates the camshaft (higher
gearwheel) and the pump (lower gearwheel) via a chain. Lower and to the left: the metal cover of the sump is typical of off-road bikes
and conceals parts of the exhaust manifold which merge into a chamber (catalytic converters and pre-silencer) under the engine.
To the right: the final transmission with cardan joint is incorporated in the twin-arm swingarm, 70 mm longer than that of the V9.
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heat much. The two air-cooled cylinders are far enough
away from the rider’s legs to prevent any nuisance, and
there are no radiators, fans or air of any sort blowing
on whoever’s driving. Only at lower speeds will you feel
some heat on your feet coming from the manifolds (the
catalytic converters are close to the footrests), but nothing particularly annoying.

Solid front chassis and “round” ride

The setup is a small work of art. It has a brand new design, with a tubular frame in which the engine is the
stressed element, making the bike light yet. Corners feel
maneuverable and, more importantly, reassuringly sta-
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ble. The front chassis is robust and well built; it immediately responds to the rider and encourages you to push.
Changes of direction aren’t lightning fast and need to
be directed with the large handlebards. The bike feels
unbiased, friendly, anything but nervous. It instills trust.
The fork has inverted, adjustable axes, feels smooth and
doesn’t sink too far down under heavy braking, limiting the pitch. The mono rear shock absorber is sportier (at least from our point of view - the rider was just
over 150 pounds) and is also adjustable, mounted on the
right side of the bike, without links. Overall, the V85TT is
well-rounded and mellow. The same can be said of the
engine: the twin cylinder is very fluid and elastic: it revs
up from 1,500 rpm without hesitation and progressive-

ROBERTO CALÒ - MOTORcycle EXPERTISE CENTRE MANAGER, piaggio group

“70,000 GEAR CHANGES TO ENSURE RELIABILITY”
When and where was the V85TT
project born?
“We first had the idea for the bike two
years ago, at Eicma 2016. We wanted to
make an Enduro which would be out of
the ordinary. Something new, a balance
between a travel enduro and a classic
motorcycle with its functionality and
rideability. On/off road bikes in the 80s
were like that: they were practical but also
a way of life. That’s why called it a Classic
Enduro”.
But the digital equipment brings
it decades forward
“There was a long debate over whether
the dashboard should be analogue or
digital. True, the result is of a different
era, but we gave priority to information
because that’s what the modern
motorcyclist wants.

In its substance, however, the V85TT
remains a Guzzi and is therefore defined
by simplicity. Removing is harder than
adding. It would have been easy to fill
it with technological accessories and
useless gimmicks. Instead, we wanted it
to be complete but simple”.
How do the engine mappings work?
“They’re actually riding modes through
and through because they change the
ABS and traction control as well as
the setup. The Road mode is faster to
respond, Rain is slightly softer - while still
using all the power - and the TC is more
conservative. Offroad excludes the ABS
on the rear wheel, while toning it down on
the front”.
How is reliability going to be insured with
80hp being squeezed out of the engine?
“We have used cutting edge materials and

1
3

technical solutions. We’re testing three
motorcycles over tens of thousands of km
on the road, as well as tests on the test
bench, where the engine is stressed to
the maximum. The gearbox has also been
rigorously tested, with up to 70,000 gear
changes”.
What is the target for this motorbike?
“Expectations are high. The enthusiastic
reactions from the Guzzi community about
the arrival of the V85TT are confirmation
that this new bike will bring together
devoted aficionados of the Mandello
brand and younger riders, who got to
know the Eagle bikes through the V7
and are now looking for a Moto Guzzi for
getting out of the city. We also believe
that the V85TT will be a perfect match for
motorcyclists looking for character and
authenticity in a medium-sized Enduro”.

2
4

STRONG BRAKES
1. The one-piece seat is quite low in the seating area,
the saddle height is only 82.5 in (830 mm) making it easy
to touch the ground: it’s wide and well-moulded, but we
would prefer it to be slightly thinner at the back side.
The sturdy, stell baggage holder is by the handlebars.
2. The tailpipe has a classic oval cross-section (making
it not too wide on the sides) and has a very respectful
sound. Almost too respectful. 3. The generous front brake
has two 320 mm floating discs clamped by two pincers
with radial coupling, all provided by Brembo.
Floating pincer with two small pistons and and fixed disk
on the rear brake. The spoked wheels have an inner tube.
4. The aluminium side plates which hold the swingarm
pivot also host the driver’s platform (with detachable
rubber) and the passengers. The brake and gear pedals
can be adjusted with an eccentric.
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ly gets to its limiter (around 7,500 rpm). The engine is at
its best at medium-high revs, from 4,000 rpm onwards.
We did use the gears in hairpins, to stay at a decent
pace and to keep the Mandello V90 in its ideal range.
At the time of testing, the rich electronics are still - and
we quote - at a “larval” stage. The V85TT has as standerd the cruise control and the three mappings - Road,
Rain and Off Road - which modify the supply as well as
traction control and ABS. The Ride-by-wire accelerator
control feels natural and has no on/off effect. Top marks
go to the transmission: the gears are quite precise and
soft, as well as silent, and the clutch is smooth as butter (with wired control) and easy to control.

A HISTORY IN ALL-TERRAIN

FROM DESERT TO TARMAC

The original twin-cylinder Guzzi models date back
the 80s - in the golden age of Enduro bikes - with
the V35-65TT, a simple and solid all-terrain.
Claudio Torri participated in the 1985 Paris-Dakar
with a elaborate 650 (photo on the right: this model
inspired the livery of the V85TT). As the years
passed, we saw fairing models (NTX 350-650,
and then the 750 also used by the Italian Police)
and big-block engines (Quota 1000 and 1100).
After a short break with large enduros, the Stelvio
1200 was released in 2007: 8-valve, 110 hp engine,
CA R. C. system and 19’’ front wheel.
This was followed by the NTX version (2008),
with higher torque, while in 2011 its 4.7 gal fuel
tank was upgraded to 8.4 gal.
V65TT - 1985

NTX 650 - 1986

Quota 1100 - 1999

Stelvio 1200 NTX - 2008
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STURDY AND LIGHT
The fuel tank holds up to 5.54
gal and is made with a dense
kind of polyethylene:
a light polymer with a high
resistance to impacts.
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REAL BIKERS!
Above, a break during our test. Our own Nicolò Codognola (left, facing away) and director Federico Aliverti (right, facing away) were
joined for the duration of the test by (from left) Mauro Salvador (Performance Engineering Manager), Roberto Calò (Manager of the
Motorbike Expertise Centre), Antonio Cappellini (Two-Wheel Product Development Manager for Piaggio Group) and Marco Lambri
(Style Centre Manager for Piaggio Group). They are all passionate bikers and really know how to ride!

Bringing back dreams of classic enduros

The splendour of the 80s Paris-Dakar - the V85TT’s yellow and white livery is clearly inspired by the V65TT that
Claudio Torri used in the 1985 African raid - is a fine example of the appeal of discovering a new destination,
be it in a different continent or on the Italian peninsula. All the better, then, that consumption is generous:
at the end of our day of high-tempo testing, our average is consumption is 12 miles per 0.25 gal, according
to the display. And the 5.54 gal tank will make for long
rides without having to stop to refuel: perfect for longer
journeys. Aside from these impartial facts, however, one
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thing must be said: the V85TT is beautiful.
Sounds stupid but how else can it be said? The concept version from last year’s Eicma was the most popular news for our online readers, and the most wanted
purchase on our survey on motociclismo.it. The whole
team loves it, even those who tend to only care for bikes
over 200hp that will pop a wheelie just by looking at
them. It’s probably because it has a classic look without
feeling dated; its soul lies in the golden age of enduro,
yet technologically it’s up to date. It has the beauty of
a scrambler and the practicality of a crossover. Overall, it’s a Classic Travel Enduro. The forefather of a new
line of motorcycles.

TESTER

Nicolò Codognola (5ft 11inch, 154 lbs)

OUTFIT

 Helmet LS2 XTRA
 Mask Ethen
 Jacket and pants Spidi Globetracker
 Gloves Spidi X4 Coupé
 Boots Gaerne G.Helium
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Stay tuned on motoguzzi.com.

